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Abstract

The surface of camera‐based medical devices is easily smeared by blood and fog

during the surgical procedure, causing visual field loss and bringing great distress to

both doctors and patients. In this article, a slippery liquid‐infused porous surface

(SLIPS) on a quartz window surface that can repel various liquids, especially blood

droplets is reported. A femtosecond laser pulse train was used to create periodic

microhole structures on the silica surface. The subsequent low surface energy

treatment and lubricant infusion led to the successful preparation of a slippery

surface. Such blood‐repellent windows exhibited high transparency, great antifog-

ging, and antibacterial properties. In addition, the slippery ability of the as‐prepared

surface exhibited outstanding stability since the surface could withstand harsh

treatments/environments, such as repeated pipette scratches and immersion in

different pH solutions. The as‐prepared millimeter‐sized quartz samples with SLIPS

were attached to the endoscope lens as a protective coating and could maintain high

visibility after repeated immersion in blood. We believe that the coating developed

in this study will provide inspiration for the design of next‐generation endoscopes or

other camera‐guided devices that will resist fouling, keep clear vision, and reduce

operation time, thus offering great potential applications in lesion diagnosis and

therapy.

INTRODUCTION

Minimally invasive medical operations are widely used in various

clinical departments for their tinny incision, less pain, and

rapid recovery characteristics. Endoscopes have become a crucial

instrument for the internal inspection of the human body, such as

duodenoscopy, laparoscopy, and colonoscopy.1–3 However, fog and

blood on the optical windows of these devices can degrade the

accuracy of the monitoring data, and it can also make the picture

blurred for the covering of the fouling.4–6 In addition, microbial

colonization formation on the surface of the endoscope is another

factor that needs to be considered for surgery safety.7–9 Therefore,

the development of strategies for fouling control of optical

instruments is urgently required.

To solve the fouling problem of the medical optical instructs, the

primary way is to take out the endoscope from the body and then

mechanically scrub the lens surface or rinse it with flowing water.10

Unfortunately, repeatedly mechanical wiping can damage and wear

the lens, and bring misery to the patient due to the increased

operation time associated with endoscope removal. Another way to

clean the lens is to combine the endoscope with additional channels

through which splashing or sucking the body fluid can be applied,
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which undoubtedly increases the size of the device. As for bacterial

formation, it is mainly caused by the environmental bacteria adhesion

during storage and the favorable conditions of the lens itself suitable

for bacterial propagation.11,12 However, it is very hard to clean the

lenses thoroughly for their complex and intricate structures.

In recent years, lotus leaf‐inspired superhydrophobic (SHP)

surfaces with hierarchical micro to nanoscale features can effectively

trap pockets of air between the solid surface and liquid droplet,

resulting in an ultralow adhesion of the fluid to the surface and

allowing the fluid drop to roll over the tip of the rough structure with

less friction.13–17 The remarkable characteristics enable them to repel

various liquids, such as water, fog, blood, and so on.18–23 For

example, Li's group fabricated a flexible SHP surface by constructing

hydrophobic SiO2 and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) composite

particles on the PDMS surface with a complex 3D shape.24 When

porcine blood (10 μl) was dripped onto the as‐prepared surface with a

tilt angle of about 10°, it easily rolled off without any residue. Nokes

et al. developed an SHP surface by depositing silver and calcium on a

prestressed polystyrene substrate. The surface greatly reduced

blood, water, urine, and saliva adhesion.25 However, it is very hard

to maintain this property during the whole endoscopic procedure as

the long‐time direct contact of the cells, protein, or bacteria can

greatly reduce the superhydrophobicity of the surface. More

importantly, ultrahigh spectrum transmittance is difficult to achieve.

To overcome the limitations of the SHP surfaces, Aizenberg and his

co‐works first proposed a slippery liquid‐infused porous surface

(SLIPS) that was inspired by the capture mechanism of the Nepenthes

pitcher.26 Different from SHP, a SLIPS is prepared by constructing a

stable lubricating layer at the surface by infusing liquid in micro/

nanoporous structures to replace the air in pores.27,28 Because of

the existence of lubricant, SLIPS can prevent direct contact between

the underlying substrate and various liquids that are immiscible

with the oil, thus greatly reducing the adsorption of contaminants

including complex fluids (e.g., drinks and ink) and biological

fluids (e.g., blood).29–31 In addition, the SLIPS also has remarkable

bending/abrasion resistance, self‐healing properties, and pressure

stability.32,33 The characteristics of the SLIPS prepared on transpar-

ent materials provide a potential method to address the performance

concerns in endoscopes, particularly for the mass processing

technologies to create SLIPS with great liquid repellency. Most

of the existing machining methods are additive, and the slippery

properties are highly susceptible to loss with the destruction of the

surface microstructures. Recently, femtosecond laser has been

proven an effective tool to prepare SLIPS on different materials,

such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), polyethylene terephthalate

(PET), and stainless steel.28,34,35 However, the construction of porous

structures and achieving transparent SLIPS on quartz surfaces is

rarely reported.

In this article, we present an effective way to prepare SLIPS

on a quartz window by femtosecond laser ablation. A periodically

arranged microporous structure was first constructed on the quartz

surface by laser treatment and further modified by well‐developed

n‐decyltrichlorosilane chemistry that offers to match the property

of the silicon oil. The resultant surface exhibited strong repellency

to water and blood. The optical property, durability, antifogging

performance, and antibacterial capability of the SLIPS were also

investigated. Finally, we applied the as‐prepared surface to a

commercial endoscope lens and tested the operation field of the

scope after constant contact with blood. After the coated lens was

repeatedly dipped in and removed from the blood 100 times, the area

of the visible region was close to 100% and the lens still maintained

remarkable anti‐blood ability after cleaning and relubricating.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Silica glass is widely used in microelectronics, optical fibers, and

optical windows. Compared with optical polymer materials, silica

glass shows outstanding advantages, such as excellent optical

properties, high‐temperature resistance, and corrosion tolerance. To

generate a micro‐porous structure on the sample surface, a silica

substrate was ablated by a femtosecond laser using a line‐by‐line

scanning manner. Figure 1a shows the schematic illustration of the

fabrication system. The laser was focused onto the sample surface

through an objective lens and the sample was moved by controlling

the 3D movable stage. During the scanning process, each single pulse

train formed a microhole. Meanwhile, a large number of nanoparticles

were further spontaneously decorated on the ablated surface. The

formation of the microholes and the nanoscale structures is ascribed

to the material removal and particle recasting during the interaction

of the femtosecond laser on the quartz glass. When a single pulse of

the laser is injected onto the sample surface, part of the laser energy

is absorbed by electrons through a series of nonlinear effects, such as

multiphoton ionization, avalanche ionization, Coulomb microexplo-

sion, and shock wave effect occurring at the focal point in an

ultrashort time.36–38 Some energy is transferred from electrons to the

lattice, and then forms a high temperature/pressure plasma until

the thermal equilibrium between electrons and ions appears. As the

plasma instantaneously expands and erupts out of the laser‐ablated

area, the sample surface is permanently destroyed. The material at

the focal point is removed with the plasma burst and part of the

nanoscale‐ejected molten particles fall back on the sample surface

after resolidifying. As a result, uniform microholes are formed on the

quartz after femtosecond laser ablation.

Figure 1b,c shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM)

images of the femtosecond laser‐irradiated silica surfaces at average

distance (AD) = 4.5 μm. AD refers to the average distance of adjacent

laser scanning lines. On such surfaces, abundant micro/nano

hierarchical structures are randomly distributed around the micro-

holes, some of which accumulate together to form a block. High‐

temperature and high‐pressure plasma are formed on the silica

surface during the interaction between the femtosecond laser and

the silica quartz. When the sample is ablated by the first pulse train,

the erupted materials cool and solidify around the microporous to

form abundant nanoparticles and recast layer. As the sample moves

forward, the next pulse train can refocus on the untreated region,
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which begins to induce a new crater and recast layer like the first hole

formation. Repeating this process, periodic microhole structures are

created. In addition, the formation process in the vertical direction is

similar to that in the horizontal direction. When there are enough

laser scan lines, a multi‐hollow array structure is formed on the quartz

substrate. Porosity is a very important parameter for porous

structured surfaces. Figure 1d shows the dependence of the porosity

on the ADs. It can be easily noticed that the porosity gradually

decreases with the AD value increasing. As the AD increases, the

distance between two adjacent microholes as well as the area of the

laser untreated area increases, which leads to a decrease in porosity.

The fabrication process of SLIPS on silica glass surface mainly

consists three steps: construction of porous structure by laser

processing, low surface energy treatment, and lubricant infusion.

Droplets cannot slide down on flat, rough (AD = 4.5 μm), and even

chlorosilane‐modified rough quartz surfaces (defined as C + Rough

quartz). As shown in Figure 2a, a flat quartz surface exhibits excellent

hydrophilicity with a water contact angle (CA) of 33.4°. After

constructing porous structures by femtosecond laser ablation, water

droplets can quickly wet the surface with a CA of nearly 0°

(Figure 2b). The rapid decrease in CA is due to the laser‐induced

porous rough structures that amplify the intrinsic hydrophilicity

of quartz glass and makes it become a superhydrophilic surface

according to the Wenzel model. After the porous quartz surface is

further modified with n‐decyltrichlorosilane, the CA of a water

droplet on such a surface is as high as 150.3° (Figure 2c). Despite the

value of CA increases, the water droplet still firmly adheres to the

surface and does not roll away even when the substrate is tilted at

90° because of the “micro‐airbag effect”39 (Figure 2d). The blood CA

of the flat and rough quartz surfaces are 46.12° (Figure 2e) and

14.56° (Figure 2f), respectively. Although the CA increases to 147°

on the C + Rough quartz surface (Figure 2g), it still sticks onto the

substrate (Figure 2h). As a result, the flat, rough, and C + Rough

quartz surfaces exhibit strong adhesion to both water and blood.

Such surfaces can be easily wetted or polluted by these droplets.

Compared with the flat, rough, and C + Rough quartz surfaces, the

silicon oil‐infused substrate shows a strong repellency to water and

blood. These liquids can easily slide away from the slippery surface

with a tilt angle of 10°, as shown in Figure 2i,j. The existence of

silicone oil is equivalent to a lubricating layer, which will prevent

direct contact between the liquids and the sample surface. Since

water and blood, respectively, are immiscible with silicon oil, they

F IGURE 1 Laser fabrication system and surface topography of the porous structures. (a) Schematic illustration of the femtosecond laser
micromachining system. Insets show the line‐by‐line scanning treatment (left) and the formation mechanism of a microhole (right). (b, c) Low‐
and high‐magnification SEM images of the quartz surfaces after femtosecond laser ablation (AD = 4.5 μm). (d) Relationship between the porosity
and the ADs.
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float on the lubricant, which reduces the sliding resistance and

enables them to slide easily away from the slippery surface. Except

for the blood, the as‐prepared SLIPS also exhibited strong repellence

to a broad range of chemically pure or complex liquids, such as algae

solution, ink, milk, and cola, as shown in Supporting Information:

Figure S1 and Movies S1‐4. Furthermore, the slippery performance

of the as‐prepared SLIPS was evaluated by the number of times that

droplet (~20 μl) can slide on the tilted sample (~20°) and the results

are shown in Supporting Information: Figure S2. It was found that

there is a negative correlation between the sliding number and ADs.

F IGURE 2 Different wettability and light transmittance of the as‐prepared surfaces. Water droplet (a–d) and blood droplet (e–h) on a flat
quartz surface (a, e), rough quartz surface (b, f), chlorosilane‐modified rough quartz surface (c, g), and adhering onto a chlorosilane‐modified
rough quartz surface (d, h). (i, j) Water droplets and blood droplets sliding down the as‐prepared slippery quartz surface with an incline angle of
10°, respectively. (k) Light transmittance of the bare quartz, C + rough quartz (AD = 4.5 μm), and SLIPS (AD = 4.5 μm) in the visible wavelength
range. The insets are images of the entire C + rough quartz and SLIPS on a piece of paper with the letters “xjtu”. (l) Variation of transmittance of
the silica glass fabricated at different ADs.
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Because the droplet takes away a small amount of lubricating oil

each sliding, while the sample processed with large AD stores less

lubrication, so it has fewer sliding number.

Surface roughness has a crucial influence on optical properties.

Figure 2k shows the transmission spectra of the bare quartz substrate

(black line), C + rough quartz (red line), and SLIPS (blue line). During

the test, the transmittance of the bare quartz is considered the

reference standard with a value of 100%. At the visible wavelengths,

the maximum transmittance of the C + rough quartz surface is close

to 60%. When the C + rough quartz substrate is placed onto a paper

with black letters, it is easy to observe that the letters are blurry (left

inset in Figure 2k). However, after the sample infused with silicon oil,

the letters “xjtu” become very clear (right inset in Figure 2k). The

remarkable visuality of the letters means the high transparency of the

SLIPS and its transmittance is more than 86% in the visible spectra,

which is comparable to that of bare quartz. Figure 2l shows the

relationship between the transmittance and ADs. It is obvious that

the transmittance of the SLIPS is consistently larger than the

C + rough quartz at every processing parameter and the smaller AD,

the more significant difference. As the AD increases, the surface

roughness gradually decreases, and then a trend of progressive

increase in light transmittance can be found. The transmittance of the

laser‐ablated surfaces fabricated at AD above 4.5 μm is over 85%

after filling with lubricant. The good transparency is mainly attributed

to the presence of lubricants.

The size of porous structures is much larger than the wavelength,

which has a strong scattering effect on the incident light and leads to

a poor transmittance of the C + rough quartz. When silicon oil is

impregnated into the porous structure, the surface becomes flat and

the refractive index contrast at the interface is reduced, thus

reducing light scattering and reflection at the interface between

the quartz and silicon oil.40 The reflectance at the interface of two

different media can be described by the following equation29:
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where Rab is the reflectance at the interface between material a and

b, and na and nb are the refractive index of a and b, respectively. It is

easily obtained that a smaller reflectance occurs once these materials

have closer refractive indices. Given nair = 1, nquartz = 1.455, nsiliconoil =

1.406, Raq and Rsq can be calculated as 3.4% and 0.03%, respectively.

The infused silicon oil greatly reduces the reflectance and scattering

of the SLIPS, thus increasing the transmittance.

Fog is an important factor that leads to a blurred field of vision in

endoscope surgery, so excellent anti‐fogging performance is a crucial

property for the as‐prepared surface. To investigate this character, a

bare quartz glass was used for comparison and a piece of paper with

the letters “xjtu” was adhered to the backside of both samples to

intuitively estimate their fog adhesion behavior. As shown in

Figure 3a, the samples with a tilt angle of 45° were placed 3 cm

above hot water (~90°C) and a hotplate was used to keep the

continuous output of water vapor. After exposing about 120 s, the

steam quickly condensed on the bare quartz surface, resulting in an

opaque surface (see Figure 3b). On the contrary, the SLIPS exhibited

a long‐lasting antifogging performance and transparency, as shown

in Figure 3c. According to the previous reports, there are two

perspectives that can explain this phenomenon.41 First, the SLIPS has

a stable lubrication layer with extremely low surface energy, leading

to a lower nucleation density compared with the bare quartz surface.

Therefore, water droplets are less likely to nucleate on the SLIPS.

Second, water droplets exhibit lower adhesive force and higher

mobility on the SLIPS, which makes them more likely to coalesce with

each other, as presented in sequential photographic images in

Figure 3d. This combination causes the droplets to become bigger

and then slide down under gravity so that the whole surface can keep

good transparency.

Residual bacteria on medical devices can bring a potential threat

to patient health, but this risk can be diminished by reducing bacterial

adhesion.42 The antibacterial activity was evaluated by testing the

antibacterial rate of SLIPS against both Gram‐positive bacteria,

Staphylococcus aureus, and Gram‐negative bacteria, Escherichia coli

which are the most common bacteria that cause infections in the

medical field. The bare quartz groups of S. aureus and E. coli were

used as a positive control. As illustrated in Figure 3e, there are lots of

bacteria colonies covered on the plate of the control sample. In the

contrast, only a small number of colonies can be observed on the

growth media of SLIPS, both toward S. aureus and E. coli, suggesting

that SLIPS has good bacteria inhibition. Based on the number of

colonies on the nutrient media, the number of colonies adhering to

the samples was estimated, as shown in Figure 3f. In comparison with

the untreated quartz, the antibacterial rate of the as‐prepared SLIPS

to S. aureus and E. coli is 75.7% and 76.3% (Figure 3g). The results

reveal that the growth of more than 75% of bacteria can be inhibited

on the quartz surface after the construction of SLIPS. Thus, the

as‐fabricated SLIPS has a good antibacterial ability.

The characteristics of ultrahigh transparency, antifogging perform-

ance, excellent blood adhesion resistance, and antibacterial perform-

ance endow the as‐prepared SLIPS with potential application in

biomedical instruments. As a proof‐of‐concept, a circular SLIPS sheet

with a diameter of 5.5mm was coated onto a commercial endoscope

lens connected by a PDMS adhesion layer, as shown in Figure 3h. To

evaluate the duration of the endoscope in such a complex environ-

ment in vivo, the novel endoscope was repeatedly immersed into and

taken out from the sheep blood and characterized the loss of visibility

due to the lens occlusion (Figure 3i). A print pattern with a black and

white grid was used as a reference for observation. The view of the

uncoated lens was immediately blocked after first contact with the

blood (Figure 3j and the red line in Figure 3l). In contrast, the SLIPS‐

coated scope could still maintain nearly 100% visual field clarity for up

to 100 dips in the blood (Figure 3k). To verify the accuracy of the

results, three different samples were tested and the relationship

between the percentage of the visible area and the number of dips in

blood is shown in Figure 3l (purple, green, and blue lines in Figure 3l

represent independent experiments performed with the samples

mentioned above). It can be seen that the coated scopes keep stable
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performance and remarkable vision clarity (purple and green lines).

Even for the poorest sample (blue line), the visibility decreases by only

about 25% after 100 dips because a small amount of micro‐droplet

attaches to the surface. However, the adhesion of the fouling is

dynamic and temporary: millimeter‐sized droplets are attached to the

lens surface but they are not pinned. Such droplets randomly appear in

the different positions of the lens surface (insets in Figure 3l). After

repeated dipping, the droplets move away, the scope still has a clear

field of view and the image target can be identified. More importantly,

the lens that has been used for a long time can still maintain good

visibility after cleaning and re‐lubricating for another 100 dips

(Supporting Information: Figure S3).

The mechanical and durable stability of the SLIPS were

investigated. Considering the possible utilization of the as‐prepared

anti‐fouling windows in endoscopy, the surface of the quartz may be

scratched by some artificial organs, such as the endoscope passing

through the plastic flaps of the patient's intubation tube. To simulate

this potential mechanical damage, a pipette tip was used to randomly

scratch the entire SLIPS at least 20 times, and the sliding test of a

blood droplet was subsequently performed, as shown in Figure 4a.

Clearly, even though the as‐prepared SLIPS is damaged by the

pipette many times, it still exhibits excellent blood repellence since

the droplet slides down the damaged SLIPS easily (Supporting

Information: Movie S5). The 3D micropores are very important to

the SLIPS surface. Once the surface is mechanically damaged, the

lubricant stored in the porous structures will spontaneously flow to

the damaged area and reinfuse it, thereby self‐repairing the damaged

SLIPS. Moreover, the resistance against mechanical damage of SLIPS

was further demonstrated by sandpaper abrasion, as shown in

Figure 4b. It is obvious that the sliding speed decreases with

extending the abrasive cycle while the sliding angle increases.

However, the surface can still maintain slippery property after the

F IGURE 3 Antifogging, antibacterial performance, and concept application of the bare quartz and the slippery liquid‐infused porous surface
(SLIPS). (a) Schematic diagram of the setup for antifogging test. (b, c) Photographs of the bare quartz (b) and SLIPSs (c) after being held at 3 cm
over the steaming water for 120 s. (d) Schematic illustration of the anti‐fog mechanism for the samples. (e) Photographs of bacterial colonies
of Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli after incubation with bare quartz and SLIPS at 37°C for 48 h. (f) The number of S. aureus and
E. coli colonies on the bare quartz and SLIPS. (g) Antibacterial rate of S. aureus and E. coli. The bare quartz was taken as a positive control.
(h) Schematic illustration of the coating process: the slippery surface (diameter, 5.5 mm) adhered to the tip of the endoscope lens via a drop of
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and the PDMS was solidified ensuring the SLIPS tightly adhere to the surface of the lens. (i) Schematic diagram of
blood dipping test. (j) Field of vision after dipping in blood for the uncoated lens. (k) Field of vision after dipping in blood for the coated lens.
(l) Evolution of visible area after the blood dipping test for the uncoated/coated endoscopes. The red line refers to the conventional scope. The
purple, green, and blue lines refer to three individual experiments performed with different coated scopes. Insets show digital images of the field
of view at 40, 60, and 80 dips for one sample (purple line).
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sandpaper abrasion for 80 cycles. Since different body fluids have

different pH values, such as 6.7–7.0 for extracellular fluid, 0.9–1.5 for

gastric fluid, and 8.4 for intestinal fluid, it is significant to investigate

the durability of the as‐prepared SLIPS under different pH conditions.

We measured the sliding velocities and angles of the water (7 μl) on

the SLIPS that were immersed into corrosive solutions with various

pH for 30min (pH adjusted using HCl and NaOH), as shown in

Figure 4c. It is obvious that the as‐prepared SLIPS still maintains

water repellence with a sliding angle of less than 10°. In addition,

storage in air was conducted to further assess the durability of

the SLIPS. As shown in Figure 4d, the slippery property exhibits no

obvious change after storage in a laboratory environment for

17 days, indicating that the prepared samples have good durability.

CONCLUSION

In this article, a blood‐repellent optical window was prepared on a

silica glass surface by infusing lubricant into its porous microstructure

fabricated by femtosecond laser ablation. The surfaces integrate the

most attractive properties of previously reported SLIPS coatings,

such as highly effective liquid repellency to various liquids especially

for blood, great repellency after strong mechanical damage, and

immersion into corrosive solutions with different pH solutions,

presenting good antifogging properties. More importantly, the as‐

prepared SLIPS substrates have extreme transparency with transmit-

tance in the visible spectra exceeding 86%. In addition, it can

decrease the adhesion of bacteria and the antibacterial rates can

reach 75.7% for S. aureus and 76.3% for E. coli. Furthermore, the

slippery window can be utilized as a coating with antiwetting

properties on an endoscope lens as a proof‐of‐concept. The coated

endoscope keeps nearly 100% visual field clarity after repeatedly

being immersed into and taken out from the sheep blood up to

100 dips. The presence of the coating can contribute to achieve

uninterrupted inspection during the endoscopic surgery and the

design of a flexible instrument without cleaning channels, offering

enormous potential for disease diagnosis and treatment.

METHODS

Femtosecond laser ablation: A quartz substrate was mounted on a 3D

movable platform controlled by a computer program and placed

vertically in the direction of the laser incidence. Femtosecond laser

F IGURE 4 Investigation of the stability of the as‐prepared slippery liquid‐infused porous surface (SLIPS). (a) Sliding performance of blood
droplet on the SLIPS after multiple scratches and damages. (b) Water sliding velocity and sliding angles of the SLIPS after continuous sandpaper
abrasion. (c) Water sliding velocity and sliding angles of the SLIPS after immersing in different pH solutions for 30min. (d) Water droplet sliding
velocity and sliding angles with respect to time were determined by a long‐term stability test.
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pulses with a pulse duration of 300 fs, central wavelength of

1030 nm, and repetition of 300 kHz were generated from an fs fiber

laser (FemtoYL‐20, YSL Photonics Co. Ltd). Through adjusting the

external signal generator, the frequency of the output train was 1 kHz

and each train consisted of 60 pulses. The infrared laser beam was

focused onto a frequency‐doubling crystal through a lens L1 to

obtain a laser with a wavelength of 515 nm and collimated by lens L2.

A dichroic mirror was used to split the 515 and 1030 nm laser and the

1030 nm laser was blocked. The laser power was controlled by a

density filter and the shutter was utilized to control the on/off of the

laser. Then, the 515 laser beam was focused onto the quartz surface

using an objective lens (20×, NA = 0.40, Nikon) and used to process

the sample via a line‐by‐line scanning method. Samples were ablated

at a constant power of 0.400W with different ADs. The AD is

determined by the interval of adjacent laser scanning parameters and

the scanning speed and it can be controlled by a computer program.

The details of the definition can be seen in our previous work.37 After

laser ablation, the as‐prepared samples were cleaned with alcohol

and distilled water, respectively.

Infusion of lubricating liquid: After laser ablation, the sample was

functionalized by vapor‐phase deposition of fluorine‐free n‐

decyltrichlorosilane for 2 h at room temperature to lower its surface

energy. After this step, the lubricating fluid was infused into the

porous structures to form a liquid lubricating layer. In this experi-

ment, silicon oil (Aladdin, 100 mPa·s) was chosen as lubricating oil for

its remarkable characteristics, such as low surface tension, less

volatility, and nontoxicity. The infusion of silicon oil into the porous

layer caused blood and other liquids to slide off from the SLIPS

surface.

Antibacterial test: Appropriately activated Gram‐positive S. aureus

(S. aureus, ATCC 29213) and Gram‐negative E. coli (E. coli, ATCC

25922) colonies selected from blood agar plates were put

into biochemical culture solution and turbidity was adjusted to

0.5 MCF using a nephelometry. The corresponding concentration

was 106 CFU/ml for S. aureus and 5 × 105 CFU/ml for E. coli,

respectively. The bare quartz and SLIPS samples were placed in Petri

dishes and 800 μl bacterial solution was added in while ensuring that

the samples were completely submerged. The samples were taken

out and we removed the bacterial liquid from the sample surface and

they remained at room temperature for 1 h. Then, 8 ml sterile

physiological saline was dripped into the samples and the samples

were agitated for 1 min to wash off the bacteria attached to the

material. After that, 10 μl of the washing solution was extracted with

a sterile inoculation loop and was inoculated on a blood agar plate for

48 h at 37°C. Finally, the bacterial colonies were photographed and

the antibacterial activities were estimated by the standard plate

count method. A sample of bare quartz was a positive control. The

antibacterial rate was calculated using the following equation:

N N

N
Antibaterial ratio =

−
× 100%.

p s

p
(2)

Np andNs are the number of bacterial colonies on the bare quartz

and SLIPS, respectively.

Endoscope experiment: The as‐prepared SLIPS quartz sheet

with a diameter of 5.5 mm was attached to a rigid commercial

endoscope lens (Y16, OEM) by using a PDMS adhesion layer.

Specifically speaking, the PDMS prepolymer and curing agent

were mixed at a 10:1 ratio using the SylgardTM 184 Silicone

Elastomer and eliminated bubbles via a vacuum drying chamber.

Then, a drop of liquid PDMS was dripped onto the tip of the scope

and the SLIPS was gently placed on the top. The PDMS was cured

in a high‐temperature environment provided by a heating

resistance rod. Finally, the endoscope lens and a smartphone

(Mi10 Ultra, Xiaomi) were connected via a USB cable. For the

dipping test, the endoscopes were repeatedly immersed into or

withdrawn from the blood and characterized the visible area

percentage of the lens.

Characterization: The surface morphology was measured

through scanning electron microscopy (FlexSEM1000, HITACHI).

The wettabilities of a water droplet (4 μl) and blood droplet (4 μl) on

different quartz surfaces were investigated using a CA system

(JC2000D, Powereach). The blood was sterile defibrinated sheep

blood (Huayueyang Biotech. Co., Ltd.). The transmittance spectra in

the wavelength range of 300–800 nm were measured using a

UV‐visible near‐infrared spectrophotometer (PE, Lambda950). The

transmittance of the samples fabricated at different ADs was

obtained by testing the light power before and after passing

through a quartz substrate. A He‐Ne laser (wavelength = 632 nm,

output power = 0.96 mW).
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